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Abstract
The development of GABAergic inhibitory circuits is shaped by neural activity, but the underlying
mechanisms are unclear. we demonstrate a novel function of GABA in regulating GABAergic
innervation in the adolescent brain, when GABA is mainly known as an inhibitory transmitter.
Conditional knockdown of the rate-limiting synthetic enzyme GAD67 in basket interneurons in
adolescent visual cortex resulted in cell autonomous deficits in axon branching, perisomatic synapse
formation around pyramidal neurons, and complexity of the innervation fields; the same manipulation
had little influence on the subsequent maintenance of perisomatic synapses. These effects of GABA
deficiency were rescued by suppressing GABA re-uptake and by GABA receptor agonists. Germ-
line knockdown of GAD67 but not GAD65 showed similar deficits, suggesting a specific role of
GAD67 in the maturation of perisomatic innervation. Since intracellular GABA levels are modulated
by neuronal activity, our results implicate GAD67-mediated GABA synthesis in activity-dependent
regulation of inhibitory innervation patterns.
Introduction
The development of neural networks requires precise and activity-dependent regulation of axon
growth, branching, and synapse formation (Hua and Smith, 2004; Zhang and Poo, 2001). As
key mediators of neural activity, neurotransmitters seem particularly well suited to sculpt
connections with the appropriate spatial and temporal precision, and to couple transmission
with synaptic morphogenesis and refinement. Indeed, signaling through glutamate, the major
excitatory neurotransmitter in the vertebrate brain, has been shown to regulate nearly all aspects
of synapse development (Tashiro et al., 2003; Zhang and Poo, 2001; Zheng et al., 1994) and
lies at the heart of the emerging rules underlying activity-dependent plasticity (Malinow and
Malenka, 2002; Zhang and Poo, 2001). Therefore, excitatory neurotransmitters also function
as developmental signals for synapse formation, maturation, and plasticity, in addition to their
classic role in mediating transmission at mature synapses. The mechanisms regulating the
development and plasticity of GABAergic inhibitory synapses are much less understood.
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Initially discovered as an inhibitory neurotransmitter, GABA has since been implicated in
multiple processes of neural development (reviewed by(Owens and Kriegstein, 2002b), from
cell proliferation (LoTurco et al., 1995), neurite growth (Spoerri, 1988), to adult neurogenesis
(Ge et al., 2006). Indeed, GABA synthesis and signaling begin during mid-gestation in rodents,
long before the establishment of synaptic communications. The potent trophic effects of GABA
on neuronal migration and neurite growth during embryonic and perinatal period are largely
explained by its depolarizing action in immature neurons (Ben-Ari, 2002), which triggers
calcium influx and signaling. In addition, GABA-mediated signaling in neonatal mammalian
forebrain represents the first wave of synaptic communication, which precedes and promotes
the formation of glutamatergic synapses (Ben-Ari et al., 2004). On the other hand, the
development of GABAergic innervation patterns (Tamas et al., 1997) and functionally potent
inhibitory transmission (Morales et al., 2002) in neocortex is a protracted postnatal process,
extending well into adolescence (Chattopadhyaya et al., 2004; Miller, 1986). For example, a
highly characteristic feature of GABAergic innervation is its local exuberance: a single basket
interneuron in the mature visual cortex innervates hundreds of neurons in its vicinity, and forms
multiple, clustered synapses onto the soma and proximal dendrites of target neurons (Tamas
et al., 1997). Such a pattern of perisomatic innervation is only achieved during the fourth
postnatal week in rodents and it is regulated by neural activity and visual inputs
(Chattopadhyaya et al., 2004). The cellular and molecular mechanisms underlying the activity-
dependent development of inhibitory synaptic innervation are poorly understood; in particular,
it is not known whether GABA, thought to act as a classic inhibitory transmitter in the
adolescent and adult brain, might play a role.
Receptor antagonists have been instrumental tools in discovering the multifaceted role of
glutamate in the formation and plasticity of excitatory synapses, and also were key in revealing
the depolarizing action and the morphogenic effects of GABA in embryonic and neonatal brain
(Ben-Ari et al., 1989; Chen et al., 1996). In the adolescent and adult brain however, the
epileptogenic effects of GABA receptor blockers have largely precluded their use in studying
the role of GABA in the morphogenesis of inhibitory synapes. Here we disrupt GABA signaling
by genetic manipulation of the GABA synthetic enzymes. GABA is synthesized by two
glutamic acid decarboxylases: GAD67 and GAD65 (encoded by the Gad1 and Gad2 genes,
respectively) (Pinal and Tobin, 1998). GABA synthesis is the rate-limiting step in GABA
metabolism (Soghomonian and Martin, 1998), which readily influences the cellular and
vesicular GABA content (Engel et al., 2001; Murphy et al., 1998). Between the two isoforms,
GAD67 is responsible for over 90% of basal GABA synthesis and is produced at limiting levels
in the brain (Asada et al., 1997; Kash et al., 1997). GAD67 and GAD65 show striking
differences in their developmental expression (Kiser et al., 1998), subcellular localization
(Dupuy and Houser, 1996), enzymatic activity (Battaglioli et al., 2003), and gene regulation
(Feldblum et al., 1993; Pinal and Tobin, 1998); but the functional significance of these
differences has been elusive. Here we used germ-line and conditional mutants of Gad1 and
Gad2 to knock down GABA synthesis at defined stages of inhibitory circuit development. We
reveal a novel and specific role of GAD67-mediated GABA synthesis and signaling in
regulating the maturation of inhibitory innervation pattern in the adolescent mouse visual
cortex.
Results
Cell Autonomous Regulation of Axon Branching and Synapse Density of Basket
Interneurons by GAD67
The basic features of perisomatic innervation of pyramidal cells by basket interneurons mature
in visual cortical organotypic cultures (Chattopadhyaya et al., 2004; Di Cristo et al., 2004;
Klostermann and Wahle, 1999), but is retarded by the suppression of neuronal activity (e.g. by
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TTX treatment). To explore the role of GABA in regulating perisomatic innervation, we first
examined whether GABA levels are influenced by changes in neuronal activity. Cortical
organotypic cultures develop a considerable level of synaptically driven spontaneous activity
in a well-balanced state of excitation and inhibition (Echevarria and Albus, 2000; Klostermann
and Wahle, 1999), although the activity levels in our slice culture system is yet to be
characterized. We have previously shown that TTX (1 μM) application from EP18-24 (EP18:
equivalent postnatal day18 = P3 pups+15 days in vitro) resulted in profound reduction of
perisomatic synapse density, size, and terminal branching (Chattopadhyaya et al., 2004). Here
we show that the same treatment resulted in a significant decrease in the number of GABA
positive cells as well as in the intensity of GABA immunofluorescence in cell somata (57%
and 42% reduction, respectively, Sppl Fig. 1). Activity blockade reduced GABA levels without
affecting neuronal survival because we found no change in the density of NeuN positive cells.
This result is consistent with previous in vitro (Rutherford et al., 1997) and in vivo (Benevento
et al., 1995; Micheva and Beaulieu, 1995) studies, demonstrating activity-dependent regulation
of GABA levels in visual and somatosensory cortex. To examine whether GABA plays a more
direct role in regulating the maturation of perisomatic innervation, we reduced GABA levels
in basket interneurons by conditional knockdown and knockout of its major synthetic enzyme
GAD67.
Germ-line homozygous deletion of the Gad1 gene results in a ~90% reduction of the brain
GABA content and perinatal death due to severe cleft palate, but show no gross defects in brain
morphology (Asada et al., 1997). To examine the role of GABA in the postnatal maturation of
GABAergic inhibitory circuits in visual cortex, we generated a conditional allele of Gad1 (see
Material and Methods; Sppl Fig. 2), which allows cell type and developmental stage restricted
knockdown of GABA synthesis. In this floxed-Gad1 allele (Gad1lox), Cre-mediated
recombination results in splicing from exon 1 to 3, generating an mRNA that is out of frame
for translation. Mice with 2 inactive Gad1−/− alleles generated by breeding Gad1lox/lox mice
with the Mox2-Cre mice (Tallquist and Soriano, 2000) die at birth, with phenotypes identical
to germ line Gad1-null mice (Asada et al., 1997).
To reduce GABA synthesis in basket interneurons and simultaneously labeled their axons and
synapses, we used a previously characterized promoter region (PG67; (Chattopadhyaya et al.,
2004) to express Cre recombinase and EGFP (PG67-GFP-ires-Cre) in parvalbumin-positive
basket interneurons in organotypic cultures from the visual cortex of Gad1lox/lox mice. PG67-
GFP-ires-Cre transfection resulted in significant GABA deficiency in basket cells (Figure 1).
In control slice cultures from either Gad1lox/lox mice transfected with PG67-GFP or from wild-
type mice transfected with PG67-GFP-ires-Cre at EP16 or EP26, more than 95% of the basket
cell somata showed GABA immunofluorescence (Figure 1B1; in Gad1lox/lox cultures: 28 out
of 30 cells transfected from EP16-24, and 29 out of 30 cells from EP26-32; in wild-type
cultures: 29 out of 30 cells from EP16-24). On the other hand, in Gad1lox/lox slice cultures
transfected with PG67-GFP-ires-Cre, there was no detectable GABA in basket cell somata
(Figure 1B2, 0 out of 30 cells in the above two time windows). GABA deficiency was apparent
48 h following transfection (29 out of 30 cellssomata showed undetectable GABA staining
two days after transfection at EP16, Figure 1C), and likely resulted from inactivation of both
Gad1 alleles. These results are consistent with the finding that GAD67 contributes to over 90%
of GABA synthesis in rodent neocortex (Asada et al., 1997) and has a half-life of only a few
hours (Pinal and Tobin, 1998). Because typically less than 10 isolated basket cells were
transfected in a cortical slice, and Gad2 gene was left intact, the overall activity levels in the
slices were unlikely to be affected.
In organotypic cultures, basket interneurons started out with very sparse and simple axons,
which developed into highly elaborate arbors in the subsequent 4 weeks (Chattopadhyaya et
al., 2004). We focused our study in the third and fourth week when there was significant and
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stereotyped maturation of perisomatic innervation. Two sets of control basket cells were used
- those from wild-type cultures transfected with PG67-GFP-ires-Cre and those from
Gad1lox/lox cultures transfected with PG67-GFP. These two groups were similar in all the major
parameters analyzed (terminal branching, bouton density and size around pyramidal cell
somata, Mann Whitney test p>0.1) and were pooled. Between EP16-24, control basket axons
continued to grow, branch, contact more pyramidal cell somata, and form perisomatic synapses
(Figure 2A). By EP24, basket cell axons typically innervated hundreds of pyramidal cells
(Figure 2A1, 5A) and extended two or more characteristic “terminal branches” bearing multiple
and clustered boutons around each pyramidal cell soma (Figure 2A3, 2D, 2F). This is a highly
stereotyped feature of perisomatic synapses throughout the innervation field, independent of
the distance of a terminal branch from its “parent” basket cell soma (Sppl Fig 3). Three lines
of evidence indicate that a vast majority of GFP-labeled boutons most likely represent
presynaptic terminals. First, 96% of GFP-positive boutons contained the GABAergic synaptic
marker GAD65 (100 boutons from 3 basket cells at EP24; also see (Chattopadhyaya et al.,
2004). GAD65 is highly concentrated in mature presynaptic terminals (Dupuy and Houser,
1996; Huang et al., 1999), where it is physically associated with the vesicular GABA
transporter (Jin et al., 2003). Second, we co-transfected basket cells with PG67-tdtomato and
PG67-synaptophysin-GFP (syn-GFP) to simultaneously visualize axon-bouton morphology
with a synaptic marker. We found that 95.3% of tdtomato-labeled boutons contained syn-GFP
at EP18 (273 boutons from 3 cells) and 98.5% at EP24 (486 boutons from 3 cells; Sppl Fig
4A). Finally, we performed immuno-EM to examine the ultrastructure of GFP-labeled boutons
at EP24. GFP-labeled boutons showed typical features of presynaptic inhibitory terminals
making symmetric contacts with postsynaptic targets, with clear evidence of synaptic cleft,
vesicle clustering, mitochondria, and thickening of postsynaptic membrane (Figure 2A4; Sppl
Fig 4B; also see Chattopadhyaya et al., 2004). 21 out of 21 GFP-labeled boutons showed such
characteristics of symmetric synapses. These studies demonstrate that GFP-positive boutons
are presynaptic component of symmetric synapses.
In age-matched basket cells from Gad1lox/lox cultures transfected with PG67-GFP-ires-Cre
(referred as Gad1−/− cells), the shape and gross branching patterns of axon arbors appeared
similar to that of control cells (Figure 2B1, 5B). However, Gad1−/− axons appeared thinner
and showed reduced number of finer branches, especially terminal branches (Figure 2B, F,
Figure 5A, B; Mann Whitney test p<0.05). These terminal branches also bore fewer and smaller
boutons around pyramidal cell somata throughout the innervation field (Figure 2B3, D, E; Sppl
Fig 3; boutons/soma±SEM= 2.7±0.4 for Gad1−/− vs 8.9±0.7 for control cells, Mann-Whitney
test p<0.001). Since the vast majority of GFP-labeled boutons represent presynaptic terminals
in WT basket cells, the reduced density and size of boutons along Gad1−/− axons suggest
reduced and deficient synaptic contact. Indeed, immuno-EM revealed that, along GFP-labeled
Gad1−/− basket axons, it was often difficult to discern vesicles throughout “bouton-like
structures” and to detect evidence of synaptic specialization; yet normal synaptic contacts can
be clearly found in close vicinity from wildtype (Gad1 lox/lox) GABAergic terminals (Figure
2B4). Together, these results suggest that GAD67-mediated GABA synthesis regulates basket
cell axon branching and perisomatic synapse formation in a cell autonomous manner during
the maturation of inhibitory circuits, when GABA transmission in the perisomatic region has
already become hyperpolarizing (Ikeda et al., 2003). Residual GABA synthesis by GAD65
within basket cells was insufficient to sustain the maturation of perisomatic innervation.
GAD67 Levels in Basket Interneurons Birectionally Regulate Axon Branching and
Perisomatic Bouton Formation
GAD67 and GABA levels in rodent brain are highly dependent on Gad1 gene dosage. Deletion
of one Gad1 allele results in ~35% reduction of GABA contents in neonatal brain and less
pronounced but significant reduction in adult brain (Asada et al., 1997), suggesting that GAD67
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level is limiting for GABA synthesis. To explore whether the level of GAD67 in a basket cell
is limiting for the maturation of its axon arbor and perisomatic boutons, we inactivated only
one Gad1 allele in basket interneurons using slice cultures from Gad1+/lox mice. Gad1+/−
basket cells (EP16-24) showed significant reduction of terminal branch complexity, bouton
size and bouton number around pyramidal cell somata (Figure 2C3, D, E, F; boutons/soma
±SEM =5.0±0.3 for Gad1+/− vs 8.9±0.4 for control, One-way Anova, posthoc Dunn’s test
p<0.05). The reduction of perisomatic innervation in Gad1+/− basket cells was less severe
compared to Gad1−/− cells even though the difference between the two groups did not reach
statistical significance (Figure 2B, C, D; One-way Anova, posthoc Dunn’s test, p>0.05). These
results suggest that even a modest reduction of GABA level in basket interneurons can impair
axon growth and bouton formation during the maturation of perisomatic innervation. The
mechanism underlying the GABA regulation of perisomatic innervation is likely to act locally
at or near the site of release since ambient GABA or GABA spill-over, if any, from neighboring
Gad+/+ axons is insufficient to rescue the deficits in perisomatic synapses of Gad1+/− basket
cells.
Since Gad1 transcription is up-regulated during postnatal development and by neural activity
(Kiser et al., 1998, Liang et al., 1996), we also examined whether GAD67 overexpression could
accelerate the maturation of perisomatic innervation. Slice cultures from wild type mice were
co-transfected with PG67-GFP and PG67-GAD67 (Gad1over, a full length rat gad1 cDNA
driven by the PG67 promoter) or PG67-GFP alone (control) from EP12-18. In comparison to
controls, Gad1over basket cells showed significantly increased perisomatic innervation (Figure
3B1–3 vs Figure 3A1–3). Both bouton density (Figure 3A3, 3B3, 3C; boutons/soma±SEM =
7.1±0.2 for Gad1over cells vs 3.55±0.2 for controls, Mann-Whitney test p<0.001) and terminal
branch complexity (Figure 3A3, 3B3, 3E; Mann-Whitney test, p<0.001) were significantly
higher than for control cells; and bouton size remained unchanged (Figure 3D; bouton size =
0.52±0.02 μm for Gad1over cells vs 0.58±0.03 μm for controls, Mann-Whitney test, p>0.1).
Therefore, an increase of GAD67 expression, which likely results in elevated cellular GABA
contents, can accelerate the maturation of perisomatic innervation.
Extracellular GABA Signaling Regulates Basket Cell Axon Branching and Perisomatic
Bouton Formation Through GABAA and GABAB Receptors
To examine whether GAD67 regulates the maturation of perisomatic innervation through
extracellular GABA signaling, we investigated whether an increase of extracellular GABA by
the blockade of GABA reuptake was able to rescue the phenotype of Gad1+/−basket cells.
GABA reuptake by transporters is a major mechanism to terminate transmission and replenish
GABA content in nerve terminals. GAT1 is the major neuronal GABA transporter, highly
concentrated at GABAergic axons and synaptic terminals (Chiu et al., 2002; Jensen et al.,
2003). NO711 is a specific inhibitor of GAT1, which elevates ambient GABA levels in brain
slice (Jensen et al., 2003) and leads to tonic activation of GABA receptors (Overstreet et al.,
2000). We therefore included NO711 (10 μM) in the culture medium when Gad1+/lox slice
cultures were transfected with PG67-GFP-ires-Cre between EP16-24. While NO711 treatment
of control basket cells did not affect the basic characteristics of perisomatic synapses (Figure
4A; boutons/soma±SEM=8.8±0.3 for NO711-treated vs 8.9±0.2 for untreated Gad1+/− basket
cells; Mann Whitney test, p>0.1), it rescued the perisomatic bouton formation in Gad1+/−
basket cells (Figure 4A, Sppl Fig 6). The complexity of terminal branches (Figure 4A3, One-
Way Anova, posthoc Dunn’s test, p<0.05), bouton density (Figure 4A1; boutons/soma±SEM=
7.9±0.2 for NO711-treated Gad1+/− vs. 3.4±0.2 for control basket cells; One-way Anova,
posthoc Dunn’s test, p<0.05) and size of perisomatic boutons (Figure 4A2; bouton size = 0.88
±0.02 μm for NO711-treated Gad1+/− cells vs 0.45±0.01 μm for controls; One-way Anova,
posthoc Dunn’s test, p<0.05) in NO711-treated Gad1+/− were increased compared to untreated
Gad1+/− basket cells. These data suggested that extracellular concentration of GABA,
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regulated by GAD67, is a critical factor for basket cell axon branching and perisomatic bouton
formation.
We next examined whether the effects of GABA signaling on perisomatic innervation can be
rescued by the extracellular activation of GABA receptor signaling. To test the role of
GABAAreceptors, we included the GABAA agonist, diazepam (10 μM), in the culture medium
when Gad1lox/lox slice cultures were transfected with PG67-GFP-ires-Cre between EP16-24.
Diazepam is an allosteric modulator of GABAA receptors, which discriminates between
activated and non-activated receptor states, and enhances the endogenous activity of GABA.
Diazepam infusion in visual cortex enhances GABA transmission and accelerates the onset of
the ocular dominance plasticity (Hensch et al 1998), but does not grossly alter neuronal
response properties. While diazepam treatment of control basket cells did not affect the basic
characteristics of perisomatic synapses (Figure 4B1; boutons/soma±SEM=10.1±0.8 for
diazepam-treated vs 8.90.4 for untreated controls; Mann Whitney test, p>0.1; Sppl Fig 7A, E),
diazepam-treated Gad1−/− basket cells showed much less pronounced defects in their
perisomatic synapses compared to those of untreated mutant cells (Sppl Fig 7A, B, F). Both
the complexity of terminal branches and the density of perisomatic synapses were rescued to
levels comparable to control cells (Figure 4B1, 4B3; boutons/soma±SEM= 8.8±0.7 for
diazepam-treated Gad1−/− vs. 8.9±0.4 for control basket cells; One-way Anova, posthoc
Dunn’s test, p>0.05), although the size and shape of diazepam-treated boutons appeared
notably more variable (Sppl Fig 7F).
The GABAB receptor agonist baclofen (15 μM) was less potent in rescuing the effects of GABA
deficiency. Terminal branches of baclofen-treated Gad1−/− basket cells remained as
underdeveloped as those of untreated Gad1−/− cells (Figure 4B2, One-way Anova, posthoc
Dunn’s test p>0.05; Sppl Fig 7D). However, bouton density around pyramidal cell somata was
significantly but not completely rescued (Figure 4B1, boutons/soma±SEM= 6.1±0.5 for
baclofen-treated vs 2.7±0.4 for untreated Gad1−/− cells, and 8.9±0.4 for controls; One-way
Anova, posthoc Dunn’s test, p<0.05; Sppl Fig 7D). This partial rescue may be due to the
reduced terminal branching in baclofen-treated Gad1−/− basket cells because bouton density
along the remaining terminal branches was similar to that of control axons, and significantly
higher than that of untreated Gad1−/− basket cells (boutons/micron terminal branch= 0.36 for
baclofen-treated Gad1−/− cells, 0.33 for control cells, and 0.16 for untreated Gad1−/− cells;
One-way Anova, posthoc Dunn’s test, p<0.05). Baclofen treatment of control cells did not
affect the basic characteristics of perisomatic synapses (Figure 4B1; boutons/soma ±SEM=9.6
±0.8 for baclofen-treated vs 8.9±0.4 for untreated controls; Mann Whitney test, p>0.1; Sppl
Fig 7C). These results suggest that GAD67-mediated GABA synthesis regulates basket cell
axon growth and synapse formation through both GABAA and GABAB receptors, which may
promote different aspects of perisomatic innervation.
GAD67-mediated GABA Synthesis Is Not Necessary for the Maintenance of Perisomatic
Innervation
To examine whether GAD67-mediated GABA synthesis was continuously required to
maintain the extensive basket cell axon arbors and perisomatic innervation, we inactivated both
Gad1 alleles in basket interneurons from EP26-32, after the mature innervation pattern had
been established (Chattopadhyaya et al., 2004). Comparison between Gad1lox/lox cultures
transfected with PG67-GFP and PG67-GFP-ires-Cre showed no differences in overall axon
morphology, terminal axon branching, bouton size or bouton number around pyramidal cell
somata (Figure 2D, E, F, Sppl Fig 5; boutons/soma±SEM= 9.8±0.5 for Gad1−/− vs 10.2± 0.7
for control, Mann-Whitney test p>0.1), suggesting that GAD67-mediated GABA synthesis is
not necessary for the structural maintenance of perisomatic innervation. It is possible that the
increased synaptic localization and activity of GAD65 in the fourth postnatal week might
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produce sufficient GABA to maintain perisomatic innervation. Alternatively, the structural
maintenance of mature perisomatic synapses may not require GABA signaling, at least in the
relatively short period we examined.
GAD67-mediated GABA Synthesis Regulates the Innervation Field of Basket Interneurons
To examine the effect of GABA deficiency on the innervation field of basket cells, we locally
reconstructed basket axon arbors within a radius of 300-μm from the basket cell soma along
with all the pyramidal cell somata, from confocal image stacks. We then quantified basket cell
axon density, interbranch intervals, and the fraction of innervated pyramidal cell somata
(Figure 5). Compared to wild-type controls, Gad1−/− basket cells (EP16-24) showed a
significant reduction of both axon density and percentage of targeted neuronal somata (56%
and 47% reduction, respectively; Mann-Whitney test, p<0.01; Figure 5B). Because basket
axons also innervate the proximal dendrites of pyramidal cells, which were not detected in our
analysis, the fraction of innervated pyramidal cells might be somewhat underestimated. On the
other hand, such underestimation, if it exists, should equally affect wildtype and Gad1−/− basket
cells. Together with the significant reduction of axon density, these results suggest that
GAD67-mediated GABA synthesis in a basket cell not only influences the number of its
perisomatic synapses around individual target neurons, but also the number of targeted neurons
within its axon arbor. GAD67-mediated GABA synthesis therefore may confer to basket
interneurons a cell-wide mechanism in regulating their innervation field.
GAD67-mediated GABA Synthesis Regulates Perisomatic Innervation in Adolescent Visual
Cortex
To examine whether GAD67-mediated GABA synthesis regulates the maturation of
perisomatic synapses in adolescent visual cortex in vivo, we used a strain of adeno-associated
virus expressing Cre and GFP (AAV-GFP-ires-Cre) to inactivate Gad1 in Gad1lox/lox mice
(Figure 6A). When injected in visual cortex after P12, AAV selectively infected neurons but
few astrocytes (Di Cristo & Huang, unpublished data). Two methods were used to demonstrate
Cre-mediated recombination. First, AAV-GFP-ires-Cre was injected into the visual cortex of
the floxed-Rosa26-lacZ reporter mice (Soriano, 1999). Recombination-activated lacZ
expression was prominent 15 days post-infection, even in neurons in which GFP expression
was below detection (Sppl Fig 8). Second, GABA levels in AAV-infected basket interneuron
somata were quantified 7 days after injection at P13 in the visual cortex of Gad1lox/lox mice.
In the uninjected hemisphere, 98% of the basket interneurons, identified by parvalbumin (Pv)
immunoreactivity, also expressed GABA; while in the injected hemisphere only 32% of GFP
positive basket interneurons showed detectable levels of GABA at the injection site (Figure
6B). Similar reduction of GABA levels in AAV-infected basket cells was found at P32 (data
not shown). To examine the effect of reduced GAD67 and GABA levels on the development
of perisomatic innervation, Gad1lox/lox mice and their wild-type littermates were infected at
P13 and perfused at P32. Although AAV infected both glutamatergic and GABAergic neurons,
perisomatic synapses from infected basket interneurons could be readily identified by the co-
expression of GFP and parvalbumin (Figure 6C). In wild-type mice, GFP-labeled basket axon
terminals surrounded NeuN-positive pyramidal cell somata with distinct perisomatic boutons
at rather regular inter-bouton intervals (Figure 6C1). In Gad1lox/lox mice infected with AAV-
GFP-ires-Cre, basket cell axon terminals appeared thinner and frequently had stretches without
boutons around pyramidal cell somata (Figure 6C2). The most consistent and quantifiable
effect was the significantly smaller size of perisomatic boutons (a 40% average reduction in
bouton diamater; Mann Whitney test, p<0.001; Figure 6D), a result consistent with those
obtained in organotypic cultures (Figure 2E).
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Deficient Perisomatic GABAergic Innervation in the Visual Cortex of Gad1+/− mice
In germ-line Gad1+/− mice, significant GABA deficiency persists in embryonic, neonatal, and
adult brain (Asada et al., 1997; Ji et al., 1999), yet no overt anatomical and behavioral deficits
have been detected. The generation (Tamamaki et al., 2003), tangential migration (Tanaka et
al., 2003), and differentiation (Tamamaki et al., 2003) of different classes of GABAergic
neurons all appear normal, suggesting that these earlier developmental processes can proceed
with significant reduction of GABA levels. However, our results from the conditional
inactivation of one Gad1 allele in basket cells (Gad1+/−cells) in organotypic cultures indicate
that the development of perisomatic inhibitory synapses is particularly sensitive to Gad1
dosage (Figure 2). We therefore examined perisomatic innervation in Gad1+/− mice, first by
labeling GABAergic synapses using GAD65 immunofluorescence. GAD65 is highly restricted
to axon terminals and boutons in mature cortex and has been used as a reliable presynaptic
marker for GABAergic synapses (Huang et al., 1999). We focused our analysis on perisomatic
synapses surrounding neuronal somata, which are largely derived from the parvalbumin-
containing basket interneurons (Pv, Figure 7E). In visual cortex of postnatal day 28 (P28) wild-
type mice, GAD65 immunofluorescence around neuronal somata appears as distinct puncta,
which form highly characteristic ring-like structures (Figure 7A; (Huang et al., 1999). In visual
cortex of P28 Gad1+/− mice, on the other hand, the number of GAD65 puncta around single
neuronal somata was reduced by 36% compared to wild-type littermates (Figure 7C, Mann
Whitney test, p<0.05), and GAD65 puncta often did not form ring-like structures (compare
right and left panels of Figures 7A and 7B). This reduction of perisomatic GAD65 puncta was
not due to an overall decrease of GAD65 expression in Gad1+/− mice because quantification
of GAD65 protein levels in visual cortex by western blotting showed no difference between
Gad1+/− and Gad1+/+ mice (Figure 7D; n=3 for each genotype, t-test p>0.05). On the other
hand, GAD67 protein level was reduced by 40% in Gad1+/− visual cortex (Figure 7D, t-test
p<0.05), a result consistent with previous reports (e.g. (Asada et al., 1997). Together, these
results suggest that perisomatic GABAergic innervation, largely derived from presynaptic
boutons of parvalbumin-positive basket interneurons (Figure 7E), is significantly reduced in
visual cortex of Gad1+/− mice.
We further analyzed perisomatic synapses formed by single basket cells in organotypic cultures
of Gad1+/− mice. At EP27, when perisomatic innervation was largely mature (Chattopadhyaya
et al., 2004), basket axons achieved highly exuberant innervation pattern characterized by
extensive local axon branches innervating hundreds of pyramidal cells (Figure 8A). In age-
matched basket cells from Gad1+/− cultures, the shape and gross branching patterns of axon
arbors appeared similar to that of control cells (Figure 8B1); however, these cells showed
significant reduction in the number of terminal branches (Figures 8B3, C3; Mann Whitney test
p<0.05), and the density and size of boutons around pyramidal cell somata (Figures 8B3, C1,
C2; boutons/soma±SEM= 4.2±0.2 for basket cells from Gad1+/− cultures vs 9.8±0.3 for basket
cells from Gad1+/+ littermates, Mann-Whitney test p<0.001). These defects are consistent with
the reduction of perisomatic GAD65 puncta in the visual cortex of Gad1+/− mice. Therefore,
although the development of many aspects of GABAergic circuits can proceed with reduced
GABA levels, the maturation of GABAergic innervation patterns, such as perisomatic
innervation by parvalbumin-positive basket interneurons, is exquisitely sensitive to GAD67-
mediated GABA synthesis.
Interestingly, the deficits in perisomatic synapses in single Gad1+/− basket cells from EP16
were very similar to those in basket cells from germ-line Gad1+/− mice. Since a single
pyramidal neuron receives perisomatic innervation from multiple basket interneurons, this
result implies that the effects of GAD67 deficiency on Gad1+/− basket cells are cell autonomous
and are unlikely due to a loss of competition in GABA-mediated signaling with neighboring
Gad1+/+ interneurons. To further support our interpretation, we examined whether an
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overexpression of GAD67 in Gad1+/− cells could rescue perisomatic innervation. Basket
interneurons in cortical organotypic cultures from Gad1+/− mice were transfected with either
PG67-GAD67/PG67-GFP or with PG67-GFP. Basket cells transfected with PG67-GAD67 shows
significantly higher bouton density (Figure 8C1; boutons/soma±SEM = 6.92±0.2 for
Gad1+/− + GAD67 vs 4.0±0.2 for Gad1+/− controls, One-way Anova, posthoc Dunn’s test,
p<0.05) and terminal branch complexity (Figure 8C3; One-way Anova, posthoc Dunn’s test,
p<0.05) as compared to Gad1+/− controls. These results further support the hypothesis that the
maturation of perisomatic GABAergic innervation in neocortex is sensitive to GAD67-
mediated GABA synthesis.
Normal Perisomatic Innervation in the Visual Cortex of Gad2−/− Mice
GAD65 significantly contributes to GABA levels in the adolescent mouse visual cortex
(P18-19) (Hensch et al., 1998) but not in adult cortex (Asada et al., 1996; Kash et al., 1997).
Gad2−/− mice have no discernable abnormalities in cortical morphology, but show defects in
cortical plasticity (Hensch et al., 1998) and, in contrast to Gad1+/− mice, are prone to seizure
(Kash et al., 1997). To examine whether GAD65 might also play a role in the maturation of
perisomatic innervation, we transfected slice cultures from Gad2−/− mice and their wild-type
littermates with PG67-GFP and examined single basket cells at EP27. Basket cell axon
branching and perisomatic synapses were indistinguishable between these two genotypes,
suggesting that GAD65-mediated GABA synthesis does not play a major role in the maturation
of perisomatic innervation (Figure 8D, Sppl Fig 9; boutons/soma±SEM =11.5±0.5 for
Gad2−/− vs 11.0± 0.7 for control Gad2+/+; Mann Whitney test, p>0.1). The lack of a deficit
in perisomatic innervation in Gad2−/− mice is unlikely due to compensation by GAD67-
mediated GABA synthesis because the deficit in ocular dominance plasticity in these mice
cannot be compensated and persists into adulthood. It remains possible that GAD65 might
regulate more “subtle” aspect, such as the rate or stability of perisomatic synapse formation.
Altogether, our results suggest that GAD67-mediated GABA synthesis plays a major role in
the development of perisomatic innervation.
Discussion
First discovered as a principal inhibitory neurotransmitter, GABA has since been implicated
in multiple aspects of neural development (Owens and Kriegstein, 2002b). The early trophic
role of GABA in cell proliferation (LoTurco et al., 1995), migration (Behar et al., 2000), neurite
growth (Spoerri, 1988), and synapse formation (Wolff et al., 1978) can largely be explained
by its depolarizing action in the embryonic and neonatal brain (Ben-Ari, 2002). Here we
demonstrate yet another facet of GABA function in regulating inhibitory synaptic innervation
in the adolescent brain, when GABA is thought to have assumed its classic role as an inhibitory
transmitter. Our analysis of germ-line Gad1+/− mice revealed that different aspects of
GABAergic development are differentially sensitive to GABA levels. Although earlier steps
of GABAergic development, such as cell migration (Tanaka et al., 2003) and differentiation
(Tamamaki et al., 2003), proceed normally, the maturation of perisomatic synapses in the
adolescent visual cortex is significantly deficient, suggesting a more stringent requirement for
GABA signaling in shaping the fine architecture of GABAergic circuits. In addition, we show
that GABA synthesis by GAD67, but not GAD65, regulates interneuron axon branching and
synapse formation during the maturation of inhibitory innervation. Since intracellular GABA
levels (Sppl. Fig 1; (Benevento et al., 1995; Micheva and Beaulieu, 1995;Rutherford et al.,
1997) and its rate-limiting enzyme GAD67 (Liang et al., 1996; Patz et al., 2003) are regulated
by neuronal activity, our results implicate GAD67-mediated GABA synthesis as an activity-
dependent mechanism to sculpt inhibitory innervation patterns.
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GABA Signaling Regulates Interneuron Axonal Morphogenesis
The mechanism by which GABA regulates perisomatic innervation is probably through the
activation of extracellular GABA receptors. Although GABA synthesis is related to the
oxidative metabolism of carbohydrates as an alternative energy source, this GABA shunt is of
subtle metabolic significance (Soghomonian and Martin, 1998). A minor disturbance of the
GABA shunt is unlikely to impact the development of GABAergic neurons and perisomatic
innervation because: 1) many aspects of GABAergic development proceed normally in germ
line Gad1+/− mice with ~35% decrease of GABA levels in the brain (Tamamaki et al., 2003;
Tanaka et al., 2003); 2) abnormalities in perisomatic boutons of GABA-deficient basket cells
can be partially rescued by an inhibitor of the GABA transporter (GAT-1) and by agonists of
GABA receptors (Figure 4). Together, our results suggest that in addition to mediating
inhibitory transmission, GABA signaling through both GABAA and GABAB receptors also
regulate GABAergic axonal and synaptic morphogenesis during the maturation of inhibitory
circuits.
GABA is known to activate presynaptic GABAB autoreceptors, which modulate Ca2+ channels
and GABA release (Dunlap and Fischbach, 1981; Gonchar et al., 2001). Such cell autonomous
regulation of presynaptic Ca2+ dynamics in developing interneurons might influence growth
cone motility and bouton stability (Henley and Poo, 2004). On the other hand, GABA signaling
through postsynaptic or glial (Kang et al., 1998; Nilsson et al., 1993) GABAA and GABAB
receptors may trigger the release of retrograde factors, which in turn promote axon branching
and synapse formation. Such transmitter-mediated neuronal morphogenesis has been well
demonstrated at glutamatergic synapses, where glutamate receptor signaling coordinates both
pre- and postsynaptic development and plasticity (De Paola et al., 2003; Tashiro et al., 2003).
GABAA and GABAB receptors are localized not only at synaptic junctions, but also at
extrasynaptic, and non-synaptic sites (Mody and Pearce, 2004). In addition, the subunit
composition of GABA receptors is developmentally regulated (Laurie et al., 1992), likely in a
cell type and subcellular location-dependent manner, which may confer different mode of
signaling (Owens and Kriegstein, 2002b). It is therefore possible that GABA receptors involved
in regulating synaptic morphogenesis in the adolescent circuits may have different subunit
composition, subcellular localization, or signaling properties compared to those involved in
transmission at mature synapses.
Distinct Mode of GABA Synthesis by GAD67 and GAD65 Confer Different Signaling and
Function
GAD67 and GAD65 show striking differences in subcellular localization, enzyme activity, and
gene regulation, and likely contribute to distinct as well as overlaping pools of GABA synthesis
(Soghomonian and Martin, 1998). GAD67 is widely distributed in synapses, axons, and
dendrites while GAD65 is highly concentrated in nerve terminals (Dupuy and Houser, 1996)
and directly associates with the vesicular GABA transporter (vGAT) (Jin et al., 2003).
Although both isoforms require the cofactor pyridoxal 5′ phosphate (PLP) for their enzymatic
activity, most GAD67 exists as a constitutively active holoenzyme (PLP-bound) and is
responsible for basal GABA synthesis; whereas GAD65 is primarily present as an inactive
apoenzyme (PLP-free), which can be activated by influx of PLP especially during enhanced
synaptic activity (Battaglioli et al., 2003). Here we demonstrate a clear functional divergence
between GAD67 and GAD65: although GABA contents were significantly reduced in the
adolescent cerebral cortex of both GAD65-knockout mice (Hensch et al., 1998) and GAD67-
heterozygote mice (Asada et al., 1997), perisomatic innervation in visual cortex was deficient
only in GAD67 heterozygotes but not in GAD65 knockouts. This result suggests that GAD67-
mediated GABA synthesis is specifically involved in regulating GABAergic axonal and
synaptic morphogenesis.
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The effect of GABA on basket cell axon terminal branching is likely mediated by GABA
signaling prior to the formation of mature synapses. Indeed, GABA release has been detected
from growth cones of developing axons, prior to synaptic contact (Gao and van den Pol,
2000). Since GAD65 is specifically concentrated in more mature nerve terminals, a GAD67-
synthesized GABA pool may be involved in release from axonal sites and growth cones, and
influences filopodia dynamics, and subsequent synapse formation and maturation. GABA can
be secreted by action potential-evoked release, spontaneous release, or non-vesicular release.
A recent study in dissociated hippocampal culture reports that reduction of spiking in single
GABAergic neurons does not seems to decrease synaptic output, although spiking activity was
reduced at neonatal stage when GABA was still depolarizing, and different classes of
GABAergic synapses were not distinguished (Hartman et al., 2006). It is possible that
spontaneous and/or non-vesicular release (e.g. reversal of a GABA transporter) (Demarque et
al., 2002; Owens and Kriegstein, 2002a) also contribute to GABA regulation of axonal growth.
Activity-regulated GABA Synthesis as a Cell-wide Mechanism in Shaping Inhibitory
Innervation Patterns
The role of excitatory transmitters in regulating synapse development has been well
established, for example, at glutamatergic synapses in the CNS (Malinow and Malenka,
2002) and at the neuromuscular junction (Brandon et al., 2003; Misgeld et al., 2002). Our
studies demonstrate an interesting parallel at the inhibitory connections, where GABA
signaling likely plays an important role in regulating inhibitory axon and synapse development.
Much remains to be explored regarding the mechanisms linking neural activity to GABAergic
axonal and synaptic morphogenesis. We have shown that TTX treatment in slice cultures
retards the maturation of perisomatic innervation (Chattopadhyaya et al., 2004). Activity
reduction in pyramidal neurons may decrease the production and signaling of trophic factors,
such as BDNF, which promote GABAergic synapse formation (Huang et al., 1999; Rutherford
et al., 1997). Our current data shows that activity deprivation decreases GABA levels, likely
through down-regulation of GAD67 levels and/or enzyme activity, and may lead to reduced
GABA signaling, and deficits in basket cell axons and synapses.
A major focus in studying activity-regulated synapse development has been on the mechanisms
by which neurotransmitters direct local morphogenesis at or near the site of synaptic contact.
Our discovery of a crucial role for GAD67-mediated GABA synthesis in the maturation of
perisomatic innervation implies an additional, cell-wide mechanism in activity-dependent
regulation of inhibitory connections. Unlike glutamate, which is both the product and precursor
in multiple biogenic processes, GABA can only be synthesized from glutamate by the two
GADs (Soghomonian and Martin, 1998). In most brain regions, GAD67 is the rate-limiting
enzyme and is produced at a limiting level (Asada et al., 1997); thus alterations in GAD67
levels and enzyme activity may readily influence cellular and vesicular GABA contents (Engel
et al., 2001; Murphy et al., 1998). A major step in the physiological control of GAD67 activity
is Gad1 transcription (Pinal and Tobin, 1998; Soghomonian and Martin, 1998), which is
dynamically regulated during development (Kiser et al., 1998), by neural activity (Patz et al.,
2003) and experience (Benevento et al., 1995; Benson et al., 1989; Gierdalski et al., 2001;
Kobori and Dash, 2006; Liang et al., 1996). GAD67 activity may also be regulated by post-
translational mechanisms (Rimvall and Martin, 1994; Wei et al., 2004). Activity-dependent
regulation of GAD67 may thus result in “on-line” adjustment of intracellular GABA pool for
release. Here we show that alterations in GAD67 and GABA levels profoundly influence
interneuron axon growth and synapse formation during the development of inhibitory circuits.
Therefore, neuronal activity may shape the pattern of inhibitory synaptic innervation through
GAD67-mediated GABA synthesis and signaling. Such activity-dependent and likely cell-
wide regulation of a “transmitter resource” suggests a novel logic for the maturation and
plasticity of GABAergic synapses and circuits.
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GAD67 and GABA deficiency have been implicated in a variety of neurodevelopmental
disorders. Reduced Gad1 mRNA expression in the dorsal lateral prefrontal cortex (DLPFC) is
one of the most consistent molecular pathology in individuals with schizophrenia (Lewis et
al., 2005); and SNPs in the 5′ regulatory regions of Gad1 are associated with childhood-onset
schizophrenia (Addington et al., 2005). In addition, the methyl-CpG-binding protein 2
(MeCP2), implicated in the Rett syndrome of the autism spectrum disorders, has been shown
to repress the promoter region of Dlx5 (Horike et al., 2005), a homeodomain transcription
factor which stimulates Gad1 expression (Stuhmer et al., 2002). Our results suggest that
GAD67 deficiency may perturb the maturation and plasticity of specific classes of inhibitory
synapses and innervation patterns, and contributes to aberrant circuit connectivity and function
in neurodevelopmental disorders.
Experimental Procedures
Mutant Mice and DNA Constructs
To generate Gad1lox/lox mice, exon 2 (the first coding exon) of the Gad1 gene was flanked by
loxP sites using gene targeting in ES cells. Splicing from exon 1 to 3 is predicted to generate
a frame-shift mutation (Sppl Fig 1). After removing the Sv-NeoR selectable gene by the action
of FLP recombinase, the resulting Gad1lox/+ mice were bred with each other to generate
Gad1lox/lox mice, which were phenotypically normal. Some of these mice were bred with Mox2-
Cre mice to delete exon 2 in the germline (Gad1D/+). Gad1D/+ mice were bred with each other,
but no mice survived beyond the perinatal period, as was observed for with Gad1-null mice
(Asada et al., 1997). Gad2−/− mice (Kash et al., 1997) and floxed-Rosa26-LacZ mice (Soriano,
1999) were obtained from Jackson Laboratory. PG67-GFP was generated by subcloning of a
10 kb region of Gad1 gene promoter by gap repair in front of the GFP coding region in pEGFP
(Clontech) as described (Chattopadhyaya et al., 2004). The EGFP coding region was
substituted with DNA fragment containing GFP-ires-Cre (a gift of Dr. Guoping Feng) to
generate PG67- GFP-ires-Cre. . PG67-GAD67 was generated by cloning a full length rat
GAD67 cDNA (gift from Alan Tobin) into the PG67 construct. PG67-tdtomato and PG67-
synaptophysin-GFP were generated by cloning cDNAs coding for tdtomato and
synaptophysin-GFP into the PG67 construct, respectively.
Analysis of Perisomatic Innervation in Organotypic Slices
Slice culture and biolistic transfection—Slice culture preparation has been described
elsewhere (Chattopadhyaya et al., 2004). Constructs were transfected using Gene Gun system
(BioRad). For pharmacological experiments, 1 μM of TTX(Sigma), 10 μM of diazepam
(Tocris), 15 μM of baclofen (Tocris) or 10 μM of NO711 (Sigma) were added to the culture
medium during the specified time window.
Immunohistochemistry, imaging and analysis—Slices were fixed, freeze-thawed and
immunostained as described (Chattopadhyaya et al., 2004). Primary antibodies were used at
following concentrations: NeuN (mouse monoclonal, 1:400, Chemicon), Parvalbumin (rabbit
polyclonal, 1:1000, Sigma), GABA (rabbit polyclonal, 1:1000, Sigma). Confocal imaging and
data analysis were performed as described (Chattopadhyaya et al., 2004). For further details
and EM analysis see Sppl Methods.
Analysis of Local Axon Arbor and Innervation Field of Basket Interneurons
See Sppl Methods.
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Analysis of Perisomatic Innervation in Visual Cortex of Gad1 lox/lox Mice Injected with AAV-
GFP-ires-Cre
Virus construction and injection—The GFP-ires-Cre cassette was cloned into the AAV
vector pCMV-MCS (Stratagene), and viruses were prepared by VIRAPUR (San Diego, CA)
at 1012 virus particles/ml. The AAV-GFP virus was a gift from Dr. Brian Kaspar (Salk Institute).
Both constructs were under the control of the CMV promoter. For cortical injections, P13
Gad1lox/lox or wild-type pups were anesthetized with ketamine 0.56 mg/g; xylazine, 0.03 mg/
g body weight. After incision of the skin overlying the skull, a small hole was made directly
over the left hemisphere in the visual cortex. A micropipette attached to a Picospritzer was
inserted to a depth of 0.5 mm below the pia. A total of 1.0 μl of the concentrated AAV
suspension was injected in at least 4 different sites with 15 psi at a frequency of 0.3 Hz. Data
analysis: Confocal imaging and analysis of perisomatic innervation were performed as
described (Chattopadhyaya et al., 2004). For details see Sppl.Methods.
Analysis of Perisomatic Innervation in Visual Cortex of Germ-line Gad1 +/− Mice
See Sppl.Methods.
Western Blotting
See Sppl.Methods.
Immuno Electron Microscopy
See Sppl.Methods.
Supplementary Material
Refer to Web version on PubMed Central for supplementary material.
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Figure 1. Gad1 deficiency in single basket interneuron reduces GABA levels
A, Exon 2 of the Gad1 gene was flanked with loxP sites to create a conditional Gad1lox allele.
Cortical organotypic cultures were transfected with biolistics with PG67-GFP-ires-Cre to
generate GAD67-null (Gad1−/−) or PG67-GFP for control (Ctrl) basket cells. B1, A control
basket cell (green, arrowhead) with prominent GABA immunostaining (red) in soma. B2, Two
GAD67-null basket cells (arrowheads) with no detectable GABA staining in their somata while
neighboring untransfected interneurons (arrow) show prominent GABA staining. Scale bar:
10 μm. C, Only 4% of PG67-GFP-ires-Cre-transfected basket cells show detectable levels of
GABA 2 days after transfection as compared to 98% of control cells (2d-Ctrl); none of PG67-
GFP-ires-Cre-transfected basket interneurons show detectable levels of GABA 6 days after
transfection. Bars represent the average from 3 experiments±SEM.
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Figure 2. GAD67-mediated GABA synthesis is limiting for perisomatic synapse maturation but not
its maintenance
A1, Control basket cell (green) at EP24 with exuberant innervation field characterized by
extensive branching, dense boutons along axons (A2), and terminal branches (asterisks, A3)
with prominent and clustered boutons (arrowheads) around pyramidal cell somata (NeuN
immunostaining, red). B, Gad1−/− basket cell show overall similar axon arbor size and
morphology (B1) but reduced axon branching (B2), terminal branching, bouton size and
density (B3, arrow indicates larger inter-bouton intervals). C, Inactivation of only one Gad1
allele in basket cells yields a phenotype comparable to of Gad1−/− cells. A3, B3, C3 are from
boxed regions in A2, B2, C2. A4, Immuno-EM of a typical GFP-labeled axonal bouton in a
control basket cell, which forms symmetric synaptic contacts (arrowheads) with synaptic clefts,
vesicle clustering, and thickening of the postsynaptic membrane. In Gad1−/− basket cells
(B4), it is difficult to identify vesicles within the bouton-like structures and evidence of synaptic
specialization throughout the bouton (arrow). Note that a neighboring GFP-negative symmetric
synapse (arrowhead) from a Gad1+/+ cell appears entirely normal. Scale bar: A1, B1, C1: 50
μm; A2, B2, C2: 10 μm; A3, B3, C3: 5 μm; A4, B4: 0.5 μm. D–E, When transfected from
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EP16-24, bouton density and size are significantly reduced in Gad1−/− cells (7 basket cells and
50 pyramidal somata) and Gad1+/− cells (7 basket cells and 45 pyramidal somata) compared
to aged-matched controls (8 basket cells and 50 pyramidal somata; One-way Anova, posthoc
Dunn’s test p<0.05; also see Sppl Fig 3). When transfected from EP26-32, however, both
parameters are unaffected in Gad1−/− cells (7 basket cells and 50 pyramidal somata) as
compared to controls (7 basket cells and 45 pyramidal somata; Mann-Whitney U test, p>0.1;
also see images in Sppl Fig 4). F, When transfected from EP16-24, Gad1−/− and Gad1+/− cells
show reduced terminal branching compared to controls quantified as in Chattopadhyaya et al.,
2004 (One-way Anova, posthoc Dunn’s test, p<0.05). When transfected from EP26-32,
however, terminal branch complexity is maintained in Gad1−/− cells (Mann-Whitney U test,
P>0.1).
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Figure 3. Overexpression of GAD67 increases basket cell axon branching and perisomatic
innervation
A, At EP18, perisomatic synapses in control basket cells is immature (A2), with a single
terminal branch and only a few putative boutons (A3, arrowheads) around each pyramidal soma
(NeuN staining, red). B, A GAD67-overexpressing basket cell from EP12-18 shows increased
axon branching (B2), terminal branching and bouton density around pyramidal cell soma
(B3). A3, B3, C3 are from boxed regions in A2, B2, C2. Scale bar: A1, B1, C1: 50 μm; A2,
B2, C2: 10 μm; A3, B3, C3: 2 μm. When transfected from EP12-18, bouton density (C) and
terminal branching (E) are significantly increased in GAD67-overexpressing basket cells (7
basket cells and 88 pyramidal somata) compared to controls (5 basket cells and 48 pyramidal
somata; Mann-Whitney U test, p<0.05), while bouton size is unaffected (Mann-Whitney U
test, p>0.1).
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Figure 4. GABA signaling regulates basket cell axon branching and perisomatic synapse formation
through GABAA and GABAB receptors
A, GAT1 antagonist rescues bouton formation, bouton size and terminal branching in
Gad1+/−cells. NO711-treated (EP16-24) Gad1+/− basket cells (7 cells and 51 pyramidal
somata) show increased bouton density (A1), bouton size (A2) and terminal branching (A3)
compared to untreated Gad+/− basket cells (5 cells and 54 pyramidal somata; one-way Anova,
posthoc Dunn’s test, p< 0.05). Control basket cells treated with NO711 (3 cells and 36
pyramidal somata) show no changes in these parameters compared to untreated controls (6
cells and 58 pyramidal somata; one-way Anova, posthoc Dunn’s test, p> 0.05; See also Sppl
Fig 6). B, Diazepam (DZ) or Baclofen (Bcl) treatment (EP16-24) rescued different aspects of
perisomatic innervation in Gad1−/− basket cells. DZ-treated Gad1−/− basket cells (7 cells and
50 pyramidal somata) show bouton density (B1) and terminal branching (B3) similar to control
cells (7 cells and 44 pyramidal somata; one-way Anova, posthoc Dunn’s test, p> 0.05). Bcl-
treated Gad1−/− basket cells (6 cells and 45 pyramidal somata) show higher bouton density
compared to untreated Gad1−/− cells (7 cells and 50 pyramidal somata, B1; One-way Anova,
posthoc Dunn’s test p<0.05), but poor terminal branching similar to untreated Gad1−/− (B2;
One-way Anova, posthoc Dunn’s test p>0.05). Control basket cells treated with Bcl (6 cells
and 45 pyramidal somata) or DZ (7 cells and 50 pyramidal somata) show no significant changes
in bouton density (B1) or terminal branching (B2, B3; Mann Whitney test, p>0.1; see also Sppl
Fig 7).
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Figure 5. GAD67-mediated GABA synthesis regulates basket cell axon density, branching, target
coverage and innervation field
A, Reconstruction of local axon arbor of control and Gad1−/− basket cells at EP24 (axons:
green, soma and dendrite: gray, dots on axon: boutons). Gad1−/− basket cells show reduced
axon density, branching, and bouton density. Scale bar: 100 μm. B, Quantitative analysis of
local axon arbor and innervation field from Gad1−/− (n=6) and control (n=5) basket cells. Mann
Whitney U test, * p<0.01; ** p<0.001; *** p<0.0001. C, Schematic summarizing the effects
of reduced GAD67 and GABA levels in a basket cell, on its axon branching, target coverage,
synapse density and innervation field. Red: pyramidal cell somata; green, basket cell.
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Figure 6. Deficiency of GAD67-mediated GABA synthesis in basket interneurons affects
perisomatic synapse maturation in primary visual cortex of adolescent mice
A, Visual cortex of Gad1lox/lox mice was injected with AAV-GFP-ires-Cre virus at P13 and
analyzed at P20 or P32. B, Infected basket interneurons [arrowheads; blue: parvalbumin (Pv)
immunostaining], show reduction of GABA immunostaining (red) 7 days after injection
compared to neighboring untransfected basket cells (arrows). Scale bar: 50 μm. C, At P32,
infected basket cell axons, identified by the colocalization of GFP (green) and Pv (red), have
smaller perisomatic boutons (arrowheads) around pyramidal cell somata (NeuN, blue) in
Gad1lox/lox mice (C2) as compared to those in wild-type mice (C1). Terminal branches from
infected Gad1lox/lox basket cell axons frequently have large intervals without boutons (arrows).
Scale bar: 5 μm. D1, Perisomatic boutons of infected basket cells from Gad1lox/lox mice (n=4)
are significantly smaller compared to those from wild-type mice (n=4, Mann-Whitney test,
p<0.001). Bars represent average ± SEM from 120 boutons in each genotype. D2, Cumulative
distribution of perisomatic bouton size from infected basket cells in Gad1lox/lox mice is shifted
towards lower values compared to those from wild type mice (K-S test, p<0.001).
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Figure 7. Perisomatic GAD65-positive bouton density is reduced in germ-line Gad1+/− mice A, B
Low magnification images in left panels show similar levels of GAD65 expression (green) in
P28 visual cortex of a Gad1+/− mouse and its Gad1+/+ littermate. Right panels are from boxed
regions. GAD65 puncta always form distinct ring-like structures around neuronal somata in
Gad1+/+ mice (arrowheads) but often not in Gad1+/− mice, Scale bar: left panels, 20 μm; right
panels, 5 μm. C, The density of perisomatic GAD65 puncta was reduced in Gad1+/−mice (n=8)
compared to Gad1+/+ (n=5) littermates (t-test, p<0.01; data from two different litters were not
significantly different and were pooled). D, Western blot analysis of somatosensory (SSCX)
and visual (VCX) cortex using GAD65, GAD67, and β-actin antibodies showed that GAD65
levels were very similar in Gad1+/− (+/−) compared to their Gad1+/+ (+/+) littermates. Note
that GAD67 levels were reduced by 40% in Gad1+/− samples (see text). E, Perisomatic GAD65
positive puncta (green) colocalize with Pv immunostaining (red), suggesting that these puncta
represent presynaptic boutons of basket interneurons. Scale bar: 5 μm.
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Figure 8. Perisomatic innervation is deficient in Gad1+/−but not Gad2−/− cortical organotypic
cultures
A, B, At EP27, basket interneurons in organotypic cultures from Gad1+/− mice were not
different from those of wild-type littermates in their axon morphology and size (A1-B1), but
show reduced axon branching (A2-B2), terminal branches, synapse size and density (A3-B3,
red: NeuN immunostaining). A3 and B3 are from boxed region in A2, B2. Arrowheads:
boutons, asterisk: terminal branching. Scale bar: A1, B1: 50 μm; A2, B2: 10 μm; A3, B3: 5
μm. C, bouton density (C1), size (C2) and terminal branching complexity (C3) are significantly
reduced in basket cells from Gad1+/− mice (6 basket cells and 50 pyramidal somata) compared
to aged-matched control littermates (6 basket cells and 60 pyramidal somata; Mann-Whitney
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U test p<0.001). Transfection with P67-GAD67 from EP16-24 increased bouton density (C1)
and terminal branching (C3) of basket cells from Gad1+/− mice (6 basket cells and 57 pyramidal
somata) compared to basket cells transfected with PG67-GFP alone (Mann-Whitney U test
p<0.01). D, basket cells from GAD65-null mice are not significantly different from those of
wild type littermate in their bouton density (D1), size (D2) and axon terminal branching
complexity (D3) (Mann Whitney U test, p>0.1; Gad2−/− mice: 7 basket cells and 50 pyramidal
somata; control littermates: 7 basket cells and 50 pyramidal somata; also see Sppl Fig 9).
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